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Our Approaches

Evaluations

Conclusions

Baseline Method

• We started from the baseline method.
• Our modifications are:
• Extended BM25F as additional features
• Five-fold cross validation
• nDCG@10 as the objective function

Extended BM25F as Ranking Features

Cross Validation

nDCG@10 as Objective Function

Feature Importance

Offline Test Results

Online Test Results

• Linear combination of 77 features
• 4 fields x 17 textual features, e.g. TF, LM, BM25, …
• 9 numeric features, e.g. # of answers/PVs, date, …

• Weights are optimized by Coordinate Ascent (CA).

• Initially we used MAP as the objective function of CA.
• Because quality of lower-ranked documents may 

be important in the greedy optimization process.
• Finally directly using nDCG@10 improved its score.

(.396 → .419 on nDCG@10, +5.7%)

• Five-fold cross validation improved the offline score.
(.380 → .412 on nDCG@10, +8.4%)

• Our method performed well due to its robustness.
• The BM25F is useful as learning-to-rank features.
• Well-known classical techniques, namely Coordinate 

Ascent and cross validation, are still useful.
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• The BM25F is a non-linear function so that adding it 
as features may improve the model. (cf. neural net.)
• Moreover we use numeric fields as well as TFs.

• We tried 3 settings of BM25F. (Naïve: All fields, SERP: 
Fields on SERPs, SERP+: Fields prominent on SERPs)
• Adding the 3 settings as features more or less 

improved the offline score. (On nDCG@10, ~+10%)

Linear combination Document score

TF(snippet)TF(title) # of PVsDate ……

BM25F……TF(title) TF(snippet) Date # of PVs

Table 1: O✏ine evaluation results of our runs.
ID Description nDCG@10

5 Test run. 0.34371
10 Naive BM25F. 0.36452
16 Roughly optimized BM25F. 0.33337
25 BM25F, roughly optimized with CA

where n = 3 .
0.33341

28 BM25F, roughly optimized with CA
where n = 3 and sf = 0.8 .

0.34316

38 Baseline + naive BM25F. 0.37965
48 Five-fold cross validation. 0.37965
50 Five-fold cross validation (fix). 0.41157
66 Five-fold cross validation (2). 0.40167
71 8foldCV RandomForest 0.37091
77 Baseline + multiple BM25F features. 0.39637
82 8foldCV LambdaMART 0.38087
86 Baseline + multiple BM25F features

+ nDCG@10.
0.41894

We extended the original BM25F adopting field-dependent
b parameter values. Such an extension is referred to by a
paper for example [5]. Denoting a field category by f , the
BM25F score of a document D over a query Q (both D and
Q are bags of term occurrences) is:
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where N is the number of the all documents in collection,
df(t) the number of documents in the collection in which
t occurs, tf(t, f,D) the number of occurrences of t in the
field f of document D, len(f,D) the number of all term
occurrences in the field, and avgLen(f) the arithmetic mean
of len(f,D) through all documents. The hyper-parameters
of the model are k1, boostf , and bf , and of course we can
specify boostf values which are relative weights of each field.

We used scores of extended BM25F as additional features
of query-document pairs, where we regard BM25F scores
from di↵erent parameter settings as di↵erent features.

3. OUR APPROACH
On Table 1, we list o✏ine evaluation results of all our runs

in nDCG@10 according to the date of submission. In this
section, we explain each run in this order.

3.1 Baseline Method
First of all, we reproduced the organizer run according to

their instructions (Run 5). This is a linear combination of
baseline features whose weights are optimized by the Coordi-
nate Ascent method. We used the RankLib implementation
of the method and mean average precision (MAP) as its ob-
jective function. A pseudo-code of the implementation is
in Algorithm 1. We used MAP instead of nDCG@10, the
o✏ine evaluation measure itself, because questions at ranks
lower than 10 are also important on the greedy optimiza-
tion process. The 77 baseline features include six numeric
features about questions (namely answer count, page view

Algorithm 1: RankLib variation of Coordinate Ascent
Data: initWeights, initScore

bestWeights, bestScore initWeights, initScore

for r = 0; r < numRestart; r + + do

weights, score, fail initWeights, initScore, 0
while fail < |weights| - 1 do

forall i 2 shu✏e([0, 1, 2, · · · , |weights|� 1]] do
orig, total, bestTotal, succ weights[i], 0, 0, 0
forall direction 2 [�1, 0, 1] do

step, total 0.001 ⇤ direction, 0.001 ⇤ direction
for (j = 0; j < 25; j + +) do

weights[i] orig + total

s evaluate(weights)
if score < s then

score, bestTotal, succ s, total, 1

step, total 2 ⇤ step, total + step

if succ = 1 then

break

weights[i] orig

if succ = 1 then

weights[i], fail orig + bestTotal, 0

else

fail, weights[i] fail + 1, orig

if score� initScore < 0.001 then

break

if bestScore < score then

bestScore, bestWeights score, weights

Result: bestWeights, bestScore

Table 2: Values of parameters boost and b in BM25F
function. Note that we set 1.2 to remaining k1.

Field ID Field/Feature name boost b

Textual fields

0 Search result title 5.0 0.0
1 Search result snippet 1.0 0.75
2 Category 3.0 0.0
3 Question text 1.0 0.75
4 Best answer text 1.0 0.75

Numeric fields/features

5 Baseline rank -0.001
6 Days passed from post -0.001
7 Page view count 0.001
8 Answer count 0.1
9 Status 1.0

count, their logarithmic variations, baseline rank, times-
tamp), three boolean features (namely open to answer or
not, open to vote for the best answer or not, and already
solved or not), and finally 17 text-based features of query-
question pairs (such as variations of TF, IDF, TFIDF, lan-
guage models, and BM25) across four textual fields of ques-
tions (namely, question text, best answer text, search result
title and its snippet). The textual features are adopted from
1–15 on Table 3 of the LETOR paper [6], document length,
and its logarithmic variation.

3.2 Extended BM25F Features
Since the BM25F function is di↵erent from a simple linear

combination of BM25 feature of each field, it may be useful
to add BM25F features into the baseline model in addition
to the existing BM25 features.
Fields and other parameter values are listed on Table 2.

We integrated non textual fields on top of textual fields even
though they are not the target of query matching in our task.

Table 3: Fields we used in each BM25F setting.
Setting 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Naive X X X X X X X X X X
SERP X X X X X X X X
SERP+ X X X

The idea is to optimize not only query-document matching
score but also non-textual query-independent features at the
same time. Thus extended BM25F taking into considera-
tions of such features as shown in the following formulae,
can optimize hyper-parameters just as a learn to rank ap-
proach for IR does.
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where, DN is a set of numerical fields/features of a docu-
ment D, v(f,D) is the value of a numerical field/feature f

of document D, and boostf is a weight of f to be learned
from the training data.

First, we manually annotated field weights and other pa-
rameters of BM25F and ranked the questions based only on
the scores of extended BM25F (Run 10). We set 1.2 to k1.

3.3 Tuning of Extended BM25F Parameters
Next, we tried to optimize extended BM25F parameters

with the Coordinate Ascent method. We used our origi-
nal implementation for this optimization since the RankLib
implementation of the method is only for optimizing lin-
ear combination as is often the case in many learn to rank
approaches for IR; our extended BM25F model can not be
represented as a linear combination of features. To optimize
the extended BM25F parameters with the Coordinate As-
cent, we ordered the parameters into an array, and optimized
them one-by-one by fixing the other parameters. We used
MAP measures as the objective function of the optimization.

In the first step, we tried to optimize parameters one-
by-one by examining a larger and a smaller value from the
initial value shown in Table 2, by a predefined step size and
update them by a preferred value if any (Run 16).

In the second step, we examined, for each parameter, three
smaller and three larger values from the current value at once
and update the current value if improved (Run 25).

Finally, we retried the second step but adopting a scaling
factor of the step size (Run 28). The scaling factor is set
initially to 1, and after each cycle, we scale down the factor
by 0.8 . In other words, we scale down the parameter space
after each cycle.

Our fine tuning of extended BM25F was not e↵ective for
improving the o✏ine evaluation score presumably due to the
over-fitting to training data. Note that the training data is
based on real users’ clicks while the test data is based on
judgements by crowd-workers.

3.4 Linear Combination Model with BM25F
After unsuccessful tuning described in the previous sub-

section, we manually generated two more settings of ex-
tended BM25F. Our main idea is that, users can see only
search engine result pages (SERPs) for judging whether each

question deserves a click. Therefore, we trained extended
BM25F settings only based on fields appearing on SERPs
in the hope that it is useful for ranking questions to max-
imize user clicks. Our SERP-preferred setting uses 8 fields
on SERPs (SERP in Table 3), and our SERP+ setting uses
fields which are prominent on SERPs (SERP+ in Table 3).
We first tried to combine the baseline 77 features with

our naive BM25F by the Coordinate Ascent optimization
of the linear combination model (Run 38). It improved the
nDCG@10 score, which shows that BM25F is still useful on
top of some BM25 features. We accidentally re-submitted
the same run as the previous one (Run 48).

3.5 Cross Validation
In order to validate generated linear combination models

with a small fraction of data, we adopted the k-fold cross
validation. We split the training queries into k chunks of
the almost same size, then trained k models by using the
k � 1 chunks each time by alternating excluding one chunk
for each model. Finally, we evaluated each model by the cor-
responding hold out chunk. For these evaluations, we again
used the training objective function, MAP measure. First
we adopted the 5-fold cross validation and submitted the
result of the best model upon these validations (Run 50).
Because the RankLib implementation of Coordinate Ascent
probabilistically shu✏es the parameter order, we repeated
the same procedure again (Run 66). With the 5 fold cross
validation, we added remaining two settings of extended
BM25F, namely SERP and SERP+, into the linear combi-
nation model (Run 77). Adding a feature should not harm
the results since the optimization assign an adequate weight
so that a deteriorative feature might be safely ignored by
being assigned a zero weight. Nevertheless, the o✏ine eval-
uation score degraded, presumably due to the probabilistic
optimization method. Therefore, we continued to use the
two additional extended BM25F features in the hope of do-
ing well in online test.

3.6 Random Forests and LambdaMART
Linear combination is a simple and robust method to com-

bine multiple features for scoring. On the other hand, more
sophisticated methods have been also used for complex mod-
eling of more data.
We replaced Coordinate Ascent with Random Forests [1]

(Run 71) and with LambdaMART (Run 82), both of which
are implemented in RankLib, where we optimized the train-
ing by the 8-fold cross validation. However, both modifica-
tions had no positive e↵ect on o✏ine evaluation scores due
to small training data and the di↵erence between training
and test evaluation methods.

3.7 Objective Function
Finally, we changed the objective function of the Coor-

dinate Ascent to nDCG@10, just same as the o✏ine test
evaluation measure (Run 86). This modification further im-
proved our result.

3.8 Feature Weights
In table 9, we list the features’ importance by evaluating

runs discarding each feature one-by-one. Each row of the ta-
ble shows the scores of nDCG@10, ERR@10, and Q-measure
evaluation measures based on real users’ click logs when the
indicated feature is discarded. The measures are not compa-

Table 3: Fields we used in each BM25F setting.
Setting 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Naive X X X X X X X X X X
SERP X X X X X X X X
SERP+ X X X
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score but also non-textual query-independent features at the
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tions of such features as shown in the following formulae,
can optimize hyper-parameters just as a learn to rank ap-
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k1: Non-linear
conversion

α: For adding 
numeric fields

• Setting 0.0 to the weight of each feature, we re-
calculated nDCG@10 scores of the resulting rankings.
• The lower the score is, the more important the feature is.

Rank nDCG Feature
1 .193 Number of PVs
2 .2087 Log(Number of answers)
3 .2091 Number of answers
4 .210 Log(NormTF(Snippets))
5 .2111 Date of last modification

Rank nDCG Feature
6 .2112 Length of title
… … …
25 .2143 BM25F(SERP)
33 .2144 BM25F(Naive)
62 .215 BM25F(SERP+)

• *: Statistically significant (p < 0.05) difference from
YJRS based on Studentʼs paired t-test

• Our run achieved the 2nd-best nDCG@10,
3rd-best ERR@10, and best Q-measure scores.
• The differences on Q were statistically significant.

Rank nDCG@10 Team
1 .445 OKSAT
2 .419 YJRS
3 .418 cdlab
4 .413 ORG
5 .406 Erler

ERR@10 Team
.276 OKSAT
.264 cdlab
.254 YJRS
.249 ORG
.245 Erler

Q-measure Team
.713 YJRS
.707* Erler
.702* ORG
.700* OKSAT
.697* cdlab

• *: Statistically significant (p < 0.05) difference from
YJRS based on the t-test/Pearsonʼs chi-square test

• Our method achieved the 2nd-largest total credit.
• Difference from the 1st was not stat. significant 

whereas one from the 3rd was.
• Our run consistently achieved the win-loss ratios 

better than 0.5 against all the other runs.
• In stat. significantly larger number of PVs, our run won.

Rank Credit Team
1 22.35k Erler
2 22.31k YJRS
3 21.3k* ORG
4 20.0k* cdlab
5 18.9k* N-ANS

PVs we won PVs we lost Win-loss ratio Team
35.9k 30.8k .538* Erler
40.5k 31.5k .563* cdlab
37.0k 28.5k .565* ORG
43.5k 24.7k .637* N-ANS
46.1k 24.8k .650* TUA1


